THINGS YOU NEED TO DO:

☐ **COLLABORATE** WITH Campus Safety to isolate the student

☐ **CONDUCT** duties over the phone as much as possible

☐ **ENSURE** EVERYONE including roommates wear a mask

☐ **ASK** resident to prepare a COVID Grab ‘n Go kit and prepare to move to an isolation unit

☐ **REMIND** resident to NOT use public transportation including bus system when travelling for COVID test (Personal car is best)

☐ **REMIND RESIDENT** to **REMEMBER & RECORD** names and contact information (email, phone) of all recent *close-contact

☐ **CHECK** their door is **LOCKED** after resident is moved to an isolation unit by Campus Security

COVID-19 TEST RESULTS

**POSITIVE**

STAY IN YOUR ISOLATION ROOM, MUST NOT LEAVE OR GO OUT.

Alberta Health Services may contact you for further public health guidance

Keyano Health Services will follow up with you

**NEGATIVE**

STAY IN ISOLATION.

Keyano Health Services will provide clearance to return to residence room

* Close-contact is defined as an exposure for at least 15 minutes, within 6 feet or less, without both parties being properly masked